
Bloons TD 6

## Summary: A standard in the tower defense franchise.

This franchise, which is now a classic, has been around for years now. This latest iteration of the

popular title is just as good as the last five. Perhaps setting a standard for its genre, Bloons Tower

Defense 6 has everything you want in a tower defense game. 

Several unique levels, a satisfying and challenging difficulty curve, and tons of fun towers and

enemies or bloons to defend and strategize against. Craft the perfect defenses and build the best

strategy against the onslaught of several vibrant and unique Bloon enemies. Utilize several new

options to continue the fun and play on several unique and fun maps that shake up the ways you

can use your towers.

## Gameplay: Fun style, deep mechanics, lots of options. All this and perfect balance.

Choose from one of 49 colorful and unique maps. Strategize and lay out 21 different towers to pop

bloons and keep them from making it around the map and through the finish line. Upgrade your

towers to become more and more powerful. Each tower has 3 unique upgrade paths and 5

different upgrade tiers, giving you lots of different options to explore, mix and match. 

New to this game are the hero monkeys, each with different powers and upgrades to pop bloons

even faster. You progress through increasingly difficult waves of enemies each level and control

the speed that the Bloons flow, as you work on managing your towers and perfecting your

strategy.  ## Review/Conclusion: An almost perfect tower defense game with plenty of content.

This game franchise has been around for a long time. Since the earliest flash game version it was

a hit, solidifying its place in the genre. This latest one is no different. Bloons Tower Defense has a

charming cartoon style and balloon enemies, making it inoffensive and easy to play for anyone.

Don’t let that charm deceive you however, this is a rich game with deep strategy, options and loads

of content. 

There are six of these games now for a reason. The experience of the developers shows and the

options and changes are refreshing and fun for previous players or new ones. The gameplay loop

and difficulty curve are almost perfect and the upgrade path is perfectly balanced. You’ll easily find

yourself sinking tons of time into this game. Bloons Tower Defense will certainly fit the bill if you’re

looking for a good tower defense style strategy game.

Advantages / Disadvantages



This game is huge, and you won’t run out of

things to do, but there is a lot to learn for

newbies. 

Bloons Tower Defense truly is a classic and a

great example of a tower defense game. If you

are looking for a quality game that you can sink

some time into, look no further. The experience

and prestige of the past few games show here

and this game won’t leave you wishing for

more polish or better balance. This game has a

major benefit as well and works offline. So if

you’re looking for a good game to play when

you’re not around wifi or a cell connection, this

is a great choice.

Bloons tower defense can feel slow to start

and be difficult to learn if tower defense games

aren’t your thing. There are a bunch of options

and this can feel overwhelming at first,

especially if you’ve never played a Bloons game

before. The game does have some built in tips,

which can be useful, if you don’t skip through

them all. Because of the nature of a tower

defense game, you can quickly get tons of

items on your screen, making it difficult to

select and manage. This game does work best

on larger screens. 


